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right to education norms under concepts taken from the international instruments of the right to education norms under concepts taken from the international instruments of the right to education norms under concepts taken from the international instruments of the right to education norms under concepts taken from the international instruments of the 

United Nations, UNESCO and ILO. Thus, this study concerns exclusively the universal United Nations, UNESCO and ILO. Thus, this study concerns exclusively the universal United Nations, UNESCO and ILO. Thus, this study concerns exclusively the universal United Nations, UNESCO and ILO. Thus, this study concerns exclusively the universal 

system. Its aim system. Its aim system. Its aim system. Its aim is to give an exhaustive vision of the international right on education and is to give an exhaustive vision of the international right on education and is to give an exhaustive vision of the international right on education and is to give an exhaustive vision of the international right on education and 

also facilitate a better understanding of this right. It completes the work OIDEL has been also facilitate a better understanding of this right. It completes the work OIDEL has been also facilitate a better understanding of this right. It completes the work OIDEL has been also facilitate a better understanding of this right. It completes the work OIDEL has been 

doing since a couple of years on toolsdoing since a couple of years on toolsdoing since a couple of years on toolsdoing since a couple of years on tools,,,,    including the bibliography on the right to including the bibliography on the right to including the bibliography on the right to including the bibliography on the right to educateducateducateducationionionion, , , , 

thatthatthatthat    we regularly publish. we regularly publish. we regularly publish. we regularly publish.     

The consolidation of the provisions is closely following the structure of article 13 of the The consolidation of the provisions is closely following the structure of article 13 of the The consolidation of the provisions is closely following the structure of article 13 of the The consolidation of the provisions is closely following the structure of article 13 of the 
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subparagraph 2: Levels of education, subparagraphs 3 and 4: Freedom of education. The subparagraph 2: Levels of education, subparagraphs 3 and 4: Freedom of education. The subparagraph 2: Levels of education, subparagraphs 3 and 4: Freedom of education. The subparagraph 2: Levels of education, subparagraphs 3 and 4: Freedom of education. The 

standards making explicit mention of certain types of educationstandards making explicit mention of certain types of educationstandards making explicit mention of certain types of educationstandards making explicit mention of certain types of education. T. T. T. These are in subhese are in subhese are in subhese are in sub----sections sections sections sections 

within the categories to which they relatewithin the categories to which they relatewithin the categories to which they relatewithin the categories to which they relate....    

The second part deals with the “rights of specific groups” that have significantly developed The second part deals with the “rights of specific groups” that have significantly developed The second part deals with the “rights of specific groups” that have significantly developed The second part deals with the “rights of specific groups” that have significantly developed 

in in in in the the the the recent decades, namely the education of women and girls, children and minorities.recent decades, namely the education of women and girls, children and minorities.recent decades, namely the education of women and girls, children and minorities.recent decades, namely the education of women and girls, children and minorities.    

In international standards, the right to education is put in direct relaIn international standards, the right to education is put in direct relaIn international standards, the right to education is put in direct relaIn international standards, the right to education is put in direct relation with certain other tion with certain other tion with certain other tion with certain other 

rights. We considered it useful to create a section called "link with other rights"rights. We considered it useful to create a section called "link with other rights"rights. We considered it useful to create a section called "link with other rights"rights. We considered it useful to create a section called "link with other rights",,,,    suchsuchsuchsuch    as as as as 

the cultural rights or religious freedom. the cultural rights or religious freedom. the cultural rights or religious freedom. the cultural rights or religious freedom.     

The aim of this presentation, which comprises three areas, is to facilitate research on the The aim of this presentation, which comprises three areas, is to facilitate research on the The aim of this presentation, which comprises three areas, is to facilitate research on the The aim of this presentation, which comprises three areas, is to facilitate research on the 
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authorities in general, other stakeholders of this right at the national and international authorities in general, other stakeholders of this right at the national and international authorities in general, other stakeholders of this right at the national and international authorities in general, other stakeholders of this right at the national and international 

level and level and level and level and lastly lastly lastly lastly university students and members of academia. The final purpose isuniversity students and members of academia. The final purpose isuniversity students and members of academia. The final purpose isuniversity students and members of academia. The final purpose is    to to to to 

strengthen the protection of the right to education at the national level and facilitate the strengthen the protection of the right to education at the national level and facilitate the strengthen the protection of the right to education at the national level and facilitate the strengthen the protection of the right to education at the national level and facilitate the 

human rights human rights human rights human rights ––––    based approach in education. based approach in education. based approach in education. based approach in education.     

 


